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CALL FOR PAPERS

The conference topics included but not limited to the following broad areas:

- Machine Learning as a Service for Industries
- Machine Learning
- Internet of Things
- Big Data Analytics
- Cloud Computing
- Deep Learning
- Data Mining and Knowledge Engineering
- Security Technologies
- Mobile and Pervasive Computing
- Artificial Intelligence
- Image Processing
- Software Architecture and Testing
- Distributed and Wireless Networks
- Grid Computing, Speech Recognition
- Computer Vision and Pattern Recognition

GUIDELINES FOR PAPER SUBMISSION

Paper should be submitted as per the IEEE format, not exceeding 5 pages in easy chair

https://easychair.org/conferences/?conf=mlsi2020
At Least one of the author must fill the registration form and send it to the Coordinator on or before 02/09/2020 in order to include the paper in the MLSI 2020 Conference Proceedings with ISBN Number
The aim of this conference is to motivate the research activities of the students, faculty and Industry People and to excel their research skill set. The E-Conference will give a platform to exhibit their research work and to leverage their technical talents to the outside world. It will also give them a forum to discuss and improve their knowledge to the next level by the guidance of experts in the areas of Machine Learning as a Service for Industries. This E-conference enhances the Research works into a new dimensions.

PUBLICATIONS

All the registered papers will be included in the conference proceedings. Selected papers will be recommended for publication in SCOPUS indexed and UGC approved journals. Journal processing charges is not included in the registration fee.

SCOPUS INDEXED JOURNALS

1. Universal Journal of Educational Research(SCOPUS indexed)
2. Mathematics and Statistics (SCOPUS indexed)
3. Advances in Mathematics: Scientific Journal (Multidisciplinary)
5. IOP Conference Series: Materials Science and Engineering

UGC Approved Journals

1. Mukt Shabd Journal
2. Juni Khyat journal
3. Journal of Emerging Technologies and Innovative Research

REGISTRATION FEE

Delegates from Industries : Rs.1000/-
Academician :
   Single Author : Rs.500
   For each Additional Author : Rs.200
Research Scholars/Student :
   Single Author : Rs.400
   For each Additional Author : Rs.200
For Participation : Rs.200/-

AICTE Sponsored National Level E-Conference on
Machine Learning as a Service for Industries
MLSI 2020

- Present your research paper via Google Meet.
- Online Conference - Schedule for presentation will be informed to the participants.
- Discuss with peer presenters, the session chair and get live feedback.
- Be evaluated by the evaluation panel and win the Best Paper Award and Team.
- All the papers will be included in the e-MLSI 2020 conference proceedings with ISBN Number
- Certificate will be given for the presenters and Participants
- Selected Papers of Online-MLSI 2020 will be recommended to Scopus Indexed and UGC Approved Journals for Publication after Double Blind Review. Journal Processing Charges Extra.

IMPORTANT DATES

Last date for Paper Submission : 31/08/2020
Acceptance Notification : 01/09/2020
Last date for Registration : 02/09/2020

CONTACT US

Dr.R.CHINNAIYAN
Associate Professor, MLSI 2020- Coordinator
Department of Information Science and Engg.,
CMR Institute of Technology
#132, AECS Layout, IT Park Road
Bengaluru – 560 037 – INDIA
Mobile: 8867838352, 75980 84146
E-Mail: chinnaiyan.r@cmrit.ac.in
vijayachinns@gmail.com

ONLINE REGISTRATION

https://forms.gle/KkkB91ee4aE3UfHAA

ONLINE REGISTRATION WITH PAYMENT PROOF

Bank Name : BANK OF INDIA
Branch : AECS Layout
A/c Name : CMRIT PRINCIPAL
A/c No. : 843410110000242
IFSC : BKID 0008434

For each Additional Author : Rs.200/-